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Questions answered, 1
•

Where does your organization obtain data?

NGDC, IHO via GEBCO, NOC and BODC, ftp various places, some
US Gov't LIMDIS. The easiest multibeam for us to use is from
JAMSTEC. We find LDEO hard to use.
•

How do you manage your data? We don't. No expertise in
data base management, GIS, etc. Home-grown software, ascii files.
– o What tools and methods do you use to clean and disseminate your
data? None.
– o How do you assess the quality of your data? Compare input xyz
and output grids against new multibeam not previously ingested. Karen
Marks takes lead on this. (Karen has sent a presentation.)
– o How do you describe and document your data? In an ad hoc way
through research papers and technical reports.

Questions answered, 2
•

How do you grid your data? For dense or full-coverage
areas, we use GMT, usually "surface". For sparse areas, we use
altimetry (more on that later)
– o What is your gridding process?
– o What tools do you use?
– o How do you evaluate your grid? (on previous slide)
– o How do you update your grid? Ad hoc basis.
– o How do you document your grid development? Ad hoc basis.

Questions answered, 3
•

What are the limitations of the methodologies and tools
that you currently use? These answers apply to altimetry methods:
– Spatial resolution is limited.
– Currently we give equal weight to all constraints.
– I (Smith) have written altimetry inversion codes in several flavors, but
we haven't tested them all against best data.
– Current products are being run with our oldest software, not the new
methods.

Questions answered, 4
•

What capabilities and functionalities are on your wish list?
– Incorporating and estimating uncertainty.
– Improved altimetry inversion (choose which of existing codes is best)
– Portability of code: makefiles and documentation so everyone can use it.
– Attribution & trackline layer for Google Earth.

•

Where do you see your efforts going in the future?

•

What issues do you face that complicate your effort?
– I have very little time to work on this.
– I am afraid Bill Rankin's retirement may be imminent. He knows
altimetry from way back, and has been testing altimeter products
against classified USNOO data.
– I don't have expertise with makefiles, documentation, metadata.

Origins / History / Nostalgia
Altimeter data available only in southern
ocean in early 1990s. Users don't want
gravity anomalies; they want depth.
Majority of digital soundings in this area
are celestially navigated, poor A-to-D qc.
Algorithm designed to let altimetry decide
where features are, and let soundings
indicate correlation between altimetry
and depth, and determine scale factor,
milliGals of gravity to meters of depth.
Presented to GEBCO SCDB in Boulder CO in 1993.

Original Recipe (1994)
Long (> 160 km)
wavelengths come
from a pre-existing
model that should
agree with in situ xyz
sounding control.
Shorter wavelengths
come from altimetric
gravity, after scaling
according to
correlation with xyz.
No "trackiness" since
xyz not fit exactly.

Recipe Revised 1996-7
Same as 1994, but
then force output of
1994 algorithm to fit
selected xyz
soundings.
This added
"trackiness" but
allowed us to show
(block medians of)
control data.
Very sensitive to
editing and q/c.

Special recipe topo8.2 (2000)
The previous slide's recipe yielded the notorious Smith &
Sandwell (1997). GEBCO colleagues criticized it for having an
"orange peel" texture. [John Goff later showed this had real
information from abyssal hill fabric.]
I created a new recipe which was used in topo8.2 and has not
been used since. Studies by Karen Marks suggest it may be the
best one we have used:
•"Thresholding" to eliminate orange peel (grav must exceed a
minimum or it is made zero)
•Non-linear "Parker" terms included to (we hope) get seamount
tops more nearly right
•Grav to bathy scale factor not ad hoc but constrained by
hypothesis test, with two factors (for sedimented areas) used
where it gave a significantly better fit (F test).

Circa 2000 to 2004, roughly
No new altimetric bathy
models. We were busy
reprocessing the raw
altimeter data to get
better gravity anomalies.
I was appointed GEBCO
SCDB Chair in 2004.
Hope that altimetry and
GEBCO grid will
converge eventually. I
blended GEBCO 2003 in
shallow and polar seas
with topo8.2 in deep
nonpolar seas: "S2004".

2005-2006
US Gov't agencies
agree to work
together to build best
possible model.
Smith goes to UNH
CCOM to develop
new algorithm,
reviving old ideas
from a circa 1991
proposal of Sandwell,
Parker and Smith to
(then) DMA.

Optimization?
After the sub crash, Dan Donnell of NGA Maritime asked
me, "Is this all just a big least squares number
crunch?". The answer was "not so far", but he got
me thinking:
If we had DoD's computing power available, would we
gain anything by formulating the estimation as a gto-depth cross-covariance weighted scheme,
analogous to those known as "objective analysis",
"kriging", "geostatistics", "collocation", etc.?
I visited the NOAA NOS / University of New Hampshire
joint Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping and
developed a course for PhD students called "optimal
mapping", to review the theory of these methods and
test new algorithms.

Optimal predictor formulation
If the optimal predictor is linear, spatially invariant, and
isotropic, then it must have the form:
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The optimization problem can be put in standard form if
we say "optimization" means minimizing the squared
misfit, E2, between the predicted depth and the observed
depth, di, at points where we have data:
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Then given an altimetric gravity map and some scattered
depth soundings, we have a linear inverse problem for p(r).

Optimal predictor expansion
If we expand the Hankel transform of the optimal predictor in
some finite set of basis functions we may write:
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Then the problem boils down to least squares fitting of
the coefficients !k that give the best fit to the data. The
predicted depth map is a linear combination of K filtered
gravity maps, where the k'th map has been filtered with
the filter Pk. I used a "-spline basis for the Pk, so that
each filtered gravity map was a narrow-band-pass
centered on a different wavelength.

Examples of filtered basis maps
The problem boils down to fitting, by least squares, the best
linear combination of a set of maps like the two shown here.

Resulting "optimal" prediction

Not surprisingly, the "optimal"
predictor turns out to be a band-pass
filter similar to the one used in the
1994 S&S recipe. This method has
not been fully tested and we have not
made a new model from it.

Altimetry algorithm status
• I have code to run the 2000 topo8.2, and the
2005-6 "optimal" model.
• The codes aren't documented, portability is
untested, makefiles are not always there.
• Might wish to combine best of both, but they
are somewhat incompatible (?) as 2000 has
several non-linear features, while 2005-6 is a
linear optimization.
• Meanwhile, David has been running the old
(1990s) recipe and adding new in situ data.

What I think altimetry needs
• Altimetry algorithms need in situ xyz, or xyz#, and
these need to be cleaned, block meaned or
medianed, and compatible with higher-res products
(e.g. LDEO/GEBCO 100m grid).
• I have no expertise or resources for GIS data base
management of these inputs.
• I would like to focus on altimetry algorithm software to
build a medium scale product combining altimetry
and in situ data, if others can provide the in situ.
• I would like to see us design a test suite, an agreed
set of data/environments/desired outcomes against
which we test algorithms.
• Some day we should have a constrained optimization
approach, knowing ocean is below sea level.

